Event __________________________ Date __________________________

How did you find out about this event? __________________________

What happened here that you liked?

What would you change?

Recommendations for the future?

Other comments?
Gay Marriage Panel 10/6/04 Comment Card

How did you find out about this event?
I live here *
Leadership class
Signs (2)
Helped plan it
Residence Hall Orientation
Through housing
Church
HC Orientation
Flyers, CHC Announcements
Flyers and Friends

What happened here that you liked?
The variation in opinions of the speakers and their balanced messages. I liked that there were no extremists. *
I liked views from both sides
Respectful expression of a myriad of views
The wonderfully open and respectful environment, and the diverse viewpoints expressed
Very respectful of different views
I really liked that every speaker had something to say and that they got to say it *
Audience (mostly) did a good job of silence after speakers. Continue to encourage this.
Discussion -- legalities -- never specifically knew all of that

What would you change?
The question/answer session should be kept to a limited number. These sessions tend to become never-ending *
More open debate
Let’s have another...Forum Part II
Not so many people making announcements up front
I am way against measure 36--but for panel purposes--you should have had more people that support it.
Three were for, two against, one did a legal briefing. More legal representation of sides.
Bigger room

Recommendations for the future?
Better microphones and/or bigger space. Why can’t we use a lecture hall for this?*
Keep it up
Bigger venue
More seating
Well run, bigger venue? *
More chairs?
More microphones, equal # of people on both sides of the issue
Other Comments?

Fantastic issue for this time of year. I'm glad I've heard so many sides of the issues.*

Great moderator

Thanks! *

Like the close, personal setting, though space can be an issue depending on the turnout.

Very informative—thank you.

*may not use comments for publication
3rd Presidential Debate 10/13 Comment Cards

How did you find out about this event?
Sign taped to trash can  
Prior debate events (2)  
Flyers (3)  
Asked at the UO info center  
Signs around campus

What happened here that you liked?
Opportunity to watch on a big screen  
Quiet, respectful listening & discussion after  
Prof. Schuman shushing the people in the back. The non-partisan atmosphere -- It was not represented by audience make-up, but that is not surprising @ UO  
Open Discussion of what our opinions are

What would you change?
The Seating  
Go back to Lillis 182: comfier seats  
We kind of enjoy being able to laugh at screen & make comments, no matter what political side we’re on.  
Move the projection up or the screen down so that we can see the whole picture (couldn’t see the timing lights)  
More advertising of the event (the paper) - comment from community member

Recommendations for the future?
Better notification  
Please hold debates in warmer rooms with more comfortable seats  
Free Food!  
Have more events like this

Other Comments?
Thank you!  
Thank you so much  
Thanks for the opportunity - I don’t have a TV  
Wish more Republicans attended
What Makes a Good Film? 10/20/04

How did you find out about this event?
Staff meeting
Posters
My Dad
Flyer in Barnhart
Father
My dad is teching it
Big, Big Eye Catching Poster
My RA made me show up

What happened here that you liked?
There were good speakers and a variety of media.
Talked about movies
The commitment of the students and panel members
The broad perspective of thoughts & ideas. Structured, but open presentation.
The panel members brought a broad combination of knowledge, passion, and opinion to this discussion

What would you change?
Make it a bit shorter, collaborate technology
Speed it up, more concise
Not much
Not much...I thoroughly enjoyed this program

Recommendations for the future?
Make sure all of you speakers are good, one wasn’t this time
More audience/panel interaction
Slightly shorter speeches

Other Comments?
I loved the subject, let’s aim towards everyone, I didn’t understand some things as a non-film major.
Generally quality
A good healthy amount of zeal
Election 2004: What’s at Stake? Panel 10/26/04

How did you find out about this event?
Flyers & Complex Director
My Wife
HTT
RA
Housing Flyers
Housing
I'm an RA
My office
Morgan P.
Handout via the Honors College & friend
Peer
RA
Friends
Word of mouth
Sharon
Channel 23

What happened here that you liked?
The “open” discussion that prevailed
Civil discourse, refreshments
A lot of controversial (almost debate-esque) conversations
Variety of panelists
I loved the diversity of opinions. Getting a rich, multi-sided panel in the residence halls is fabulous
Open discussion—thoughtful questions from students—great panelists
Frohnmeyer wuz here, open range of discussion, the range of speakers—very diverse, good job
The Q and A session
The structure of the panel—opening speeches and question format
Shaul Cohen, Gassama especially
Real discourse about real issues

What would you change?
Perhaps more even panel? More articulate Repubs.? Is that possible?
Longer times for panelists to speak
More “conversations” between panelists
Nothing -- it’s great! (maybe more questioning time)
Bigger, cooler room?
The location; to a larger capacity room, such as Columbia or Willamette
Allow more panelist to answer each question. I feel that some were boxed out.
More time for questions
This room is way too warm
Not the Democratic Party organizers
Not much
Recommendations for the future?
  Discuss results of the election
  More time with more rebuttal opportunities. That way it's a conversation rather than a series of short speeches
  Larger area, not disrupting a lounge
  More panels like this
  More Republicans
  It actually seemed short

Other Comments?
  We are having a program in the basement afterwards to encourage student discussion with food
  Might have had more balance with speakers
  Great Job
  It's nice to have these in the Halls, but try to find a larger location (Riley Hall, Commons area, Carson, etc.)
  Great panel. Again larger setting, but great guests!
  I got to see more than just two sides to the issue tonight. This election has been displayed as something simply black and white has several shades of grey that shouldn’t be shoved off and not thought long and hard about.
How did you find out about this event?
Email update
From Tuesday’s Election thing
Email
Poster, email
Email
Friend, word of mouth
Sharon Schuman Email
Email List
Sharon S.
Flier (the white 9.5x11)
Flier

What happened here that you liked?
Discussion was AWESOME! VERY THOROUGH, INSIGHTFUL AND INTELLECTUAL!!
I am glad that there is a place offered where I can go and have open discussion like we had tonight. We are lucky here to have such opportunity here on campus. It is exhilarating to hear/understand more of where both sides are coming from. Thank you.
The controversy was very interesting
Good discussion, Loved it. Good timing too.
Facts presented
Good, thoughtful films from “both sides.” Nice group discussion afterwards
Great discussion--interesting films
Thought the discussion was great--refreshing
The discussion, the different perspectives of the film.
Non-biasness (well, I guess it’s more like “double biasness,” but they cancel each other out)
Showed 2 perspectives

What would you change?
Advertise event more
I would work everyday to elasticize my mind!
The elephants leaving
Nothing
Would have liked more conservatives to stay, but how can you do that.
You don’t need opposing films
More professional/expert panelists at the end
Have a panel for both sides/have a debate

Recommendations for the future?
Maybe have an open forum before Winter Break--about post election
Lock the doors so people have to stay and reflect on what they’ve seen
Do more! This was cool!
Other controversial issues/panels/films

Other Comments?
Keep doing these!
It was a greatly facilitated program!
I'm glad I came
Thank you so much for this. I have been a frustrated liberal at Moore’s film & it was great to have an opportunity to see a counter film & to just be able to discuss it.
I'm still confused, like someone else mentioned, about the war, 9/11, etc. There are, indeed, two very biased sides, and it’s hard to know who to believe, and who’s manipulating the viewer.
Vote for Bush. All Kerry cares about is becoming President (I am a minority on campus)
Marijuana Panel
1/12/05

How did you find out about this event?
My CD (Complex Director)
Panel member (Speaker)
Email
Signs in the hall
Signs
Flyers around campus
Signs
Poster
Friend’s RA
Poster
Residential Assistant
RA (Nate-Bean complex - Wilcox Hall)
My RA
My RA
RA
RA
Poster
Staff Meeting

What happened here that you liked?
I particularly liked the wealth of knowledge present for the panel discussion on marijuana
Very good, broad diverse perspectives
Solid diversity of perspectives
I heard a very wide range on the issues and I learned a lot.
Lots of interesting panelists, not just saying “it’s bad” giving their input & thoughts
I liked it how each speaker addressed the issue in such a way that left out his or her personal opinion/take on the matter.
Learning the many aspects regarding the legalization and medical issues, effects, etc.
The knowledge of the panelists was impressive as well as well balanced
Interesting info
6 specific fields of knowledge
Varying views of the topic through many perspectives
Very relevant and factual information from well informed panelists
It was good to hear about the issues from the people who deal with them everyday professionally
The lawyer who spoke of his experience in the court regarding medical marijuana
The speaking
Equalized
Very knowledgeable speakers
Very informative, I liked the lack of scolding

What would you change?
I would like to have better seating
Perhaps add a law enforcement representative
Nothing
Not much, it was the best panel yet. Maybe more time for some of the panelists
Nothing (maybe a longer time frame to discuss)
Straight pothead on the panel to cover all angles
Nothing, it was great
A bit more planned discussion
Talk more about more than medical uses
Nothing
Let them speak longer
I wouldn’t
Please provide at least 1 anti-topic panelist. No panelist seemed to consider marijuana abuse a real issue
Nothing

Recommendations for the future?
I would like to move panel discussions on pertinent health-related issues in our society
More Q & A
Move the microphones before you tape down the wires
I would like to see speakers debating the issue with each other or among themselves
More free food
Punch & pie
Keep doing a good job
Keep up the good work
Cookies first
Cookies first
Provide both sides
Questioning after each speaker?

Other Comments?
Great setup and presentation. Very informative and organized discussion!
Nicely moderated
This was very interesting and important
Excellent! Wonderful questions from audience too!
Tye-dye!
None
Peace, love, dope
Do more debating next time
Great topic that was important for college students
Thank you for treating the audience as adults
Health Effects of War  
Tuesday, January 25, 2005

How did you find out about this event?
Pat, my RA
From my friend
A professor mentioned it in class
Notice
Holly Arrow announced it in her psych of war class
From my friend
Flyers
Email
Complex
RA
HTT

What happened here that you liked?
Great Slides
Clear presentation of facts and peaceful solutions to disputes
The demonstration of nuclear arsenal size and everything
Everything
The demonstration of Beebe. It had a big impact on us.
I knew new thing about the USA
The info was astounding
It was a group exposing truth and pursuing a better future
I liked the variety of statistics as well as recommendations for the future
I enjoyed some of the info about war facts
The presentation was very clear and open about the subject. It was thought-provoking
and captured the USA’s stance of the present situation very well.
It was a comprehensive look at the effects of war

What would you change?
More energy in presenters
My perspective for the war
Nothing, more people should have come though
I really understood that people in the US are aware of these issues
Don’t read form a booklet! It killed any interest in discussion. It wasn’t organic at all.
None
Two sides to discuss

Recommendations for the future?
More interaction
Better advertisement

Other Comments?
Keep it up
I’m majoring in INTL Studies, so I’m interested in keeping my eye on the world circumstances. The presentation I heard was very useful and made me think of international relationships deeper. Thank you.

Thanks
Thank you very much. I think it was a good opportunity to make students think about these issues.
Get good public speakers as reps for this topic
It was good.
Sleep Panel
5/4/05

How did you find out about this event?
- Flyer
- Public Speaking
- Poster & RA job
- Posters/Part of HTT
- Flyer/R.A.
- Peer Health Educ.
- RA
- Poster/RHA website

What happened here that you liked?
- Liked all the panelists, the medical aspects, the all-nighter info, the cultural aspects of the siesta.
- A diverse panel
- Good facts about importance of sleep, cross cultural aspects and disorders
- Engaging panelists
- The amount of knowledge shared
- The different perspectives, having professionals
- Very informative and interesting
- I enjoyed the how to do an overnighter

What would you change?
- A more formal setting?
- Find a competent moderator
- The use of the laptop. I thought it was unnecessary.
- Nothing
- The cultural perspective and the ppl being too rushed

Recommendations for the future?
- Doin' good
- Game? Handout
- None

Other Comments?
- Awesome
Musical Mondays
5/9/05

How did you find out about this event?
Flyers in my hall
Told by other people
Jonny/ Posters
Flyer
Hallmate

What happened here that you liked?
I loved how there were different instruments represented. The cello & piano were played beautifully.
They played music, variety
Mixture of instruments, the cello lady was entertaining
Music

What would you change?
It was great—nothing
More variety

Recommendations for the future?
More advertisements. More people will come.

Other Comments?
The cellist had a lot of emotion in her playing. The solo pianist was very good as well.
Overall, beautiful music playing.
Thanks!